
„The garden’s beating heart”
Iwona Luks



The lightness of form contrasts with the strength of steel and stone, creating a refined piece of furniture suiting  
the expectations of design connoisseurs. Outdoor Kitchen CANA® Style 3M Stellar Blanco. 



Outdoor Kitchen  
CANA® Style 3M Amazonite The garden’s beating heart

CANA® Concept is a garden kitchen and outdoor furni-

ture brand, owned by the company Optimum Grupa based  

in Cracow, Poland. 

CANA® is a manufactory where bold designers and reliable  

craftsmen, through their synergy, create beautiful forms of 

small landscaping features. As manual work accounts for a 

significant portion of the production process, each project is 

executed with utmost care and attention to detail. Our modular 

kitchen structures are made of high-grade stainless steel that 

has a coating giving a deep black colour, and are enhanced with 

unique sintered quartz surfaces on countertops and fronts,  

emphasizing the exclusive nature of the furniture. CANA® gar-

den kitchens are made to meet our customers’ expectations 

and fulfil their dreams while not losing sight of the design pri-

ority of our brand whereby we make a point of crafting furni-

ture that lasts and stands out with its timeless design. 



CANA® kitchen countertops have interesting colouring schemes 

and original designs, which makes them suitable for various 

garden styles. They come in the form of natural stone, metal or 

numerous shades of architectural concrete.

The beauty of diversity

CANA® kitchen countertops are made from carefully  

selected Italian and Spanish quartz sinters. Resistant  

to scratches, stains and extreme weather conditions.

Durability



CANA® kitchen countertops can be individually customised. 

They can be fitted with a gas or electric grill, induction hob, 

and a specially designed sink, with the faucet hidden below the 

countertop, can be placed on the right or left hand side of the 

countertop.

Freedom of design



The grill equipment in CANA® kitchens is 

carefully selected from the offer of renow-

ned manufacturers, with their long-lasting 

experience, durable materials and atten-

tion to detail guaranteeing a long period of 

satisfactory use.

New quality

Each detail in CANA® kitchens is a proof 

of great respect for craftsmanship. The 

manufacturing process utilises only fine 

materials, with great care for detail and 

extraordinary durability.

Aesthetics and harmony



The simple and noble nature of CANA®  

kitchens is emphasised by large frontal  

surfaces, uninterrupted by divisions  

or handles. 

Comfort and elegance



Charming in its simplicity, natural wood 

provides the luxury of everyday contact with 

everlasting beauty.

Time goes by, beauty remains
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„Cooking well, 
with love, is an art”
Asha Bhosle



CANA® garden kitchen amuses with its beauty and form, welcoming you to enjoy it for hours on end. 
Outdoor Kitchen CANA® Style 4M Calacatta Velvet with Indu+ gas grill .



Quartz sinters slabs are made from natural minerals. Free 

from organic compounds, they guarantee zero toxicity even 

in extreme temperatures.

100% natural surface

CANA® kitchen countertops are completely resistant to moisture 

and water, preventing the growth of bacteria and moulds.  

Perfect for use in contact with food.

100% safe surface



An ideal supplement of a modern elegant terrace will be  

a selection of non-trivial countertops, which will give the garden 

area a refined character.

Enchanting variety of shades



The last stage of the manufacturing process 

of CANA® kitchens is the manual perfection 

of details, which ensures that each model is 

made with care for its tiniest elements.

Hand made

The structure of CANA® kitchens is made from 

high-quality stainless steel, which makes it 

virtually eternal. Resistant to extreme weather 

conditions, high and low temperatures, and 

moisture.

Uncompromising durability



Functional and unpretentious, CANA® garden 
kitchens are made to increase the comfort of our 
lives.

Higher level of comfort



The monolithic block, details which do not 

interrupt the clean line of the fronts and 

top-quality materials are a response to the 

needs of the most demanding users who 

value good quality and high standards.

Refined elegance
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„Elegance 
is an attitude”
Karl Lagerfeld



Strong lines, charming form and unique patters: let’s give it a space in which it can unfold and fill it with beautiful emotions. Outdoor Kitchen CANA® Style 5M Frappuccino.



We set design trends and 
shape the tastes of design 

aficionados.
CANA® Style 5M GOLD 



The divided grill with a teppanyaki griddle opens a world of 

unlimited culinary possibilities. Dishes made directly on a hot 

stainless steel surface are the culinary specialties of today’s 

healthy cuisine.

Going beyond

Fulgor Milano gas range with an elegant black finish gives the oven  

a unique style and character. It is fitted with 4 gas burners with  

total power of 15,2 kW.

Distinctive touch



The universal design of CANA® kitchen countertops combined 

with its ergonomic use allows for unlimited ideas for a garden 

kitchen of your dreams.

Original design



The idea behind CANA® garden kitchens is to provide 

functionality and ergonomics of an indoor kitchen, but 

in a form adjusted to the trying conditions it must face 

when used outdoors.

Comfort of use

The chopping board, which is made from natural wood, can 

be used to expand the countertop, perfectly covering the 

sink compartment. Shelves in CANA® kitchens are designed 

as sliding elements, allowing them to be turned into smart 

trays with one move.

Flexible solutions

A discreet socket underneath the countertop, a water heater, 

a wine cabinet or ice dispenser. The possibility to configure 

additional equipment is a response to the needs of the most 

demanding users who value the highest standards.

Comfort package



With their monolithic shapes, CANA® Concept kitchens emphasise the beauty of the natural garden greenery as well as the crude space of a city terrace. 
A set consisting of a kitchen, table and chairs is a functional solution for those who seek harmony and modern style.



The terrace area, where functionality and comfort is com-

bined with elegant and relaxed aesthetics, is the natural 

surrounding for CANA® Concept garden kitchens.

By using diverse materials, the aesthetics of CANA® kitchens 

can be precisely customised to suit the architecture of the 

house or garden in which the kitchens will be used.

High aesthetic value



„You may not eat at all, 
  but  you cannot eat badly”

Salvador Dali



Sophisticated style and pure form. It has been created specifically for spaces with high representative values. Outdoor Kitchen CANA® Style 6M ENTZO. 



CANA® kitchen fronts and countertops are like precious jewellery, bringing in style and elegance to the garden. Outdoor Kitchen CANA® Style 6M Metal Russet. 



2022 model

CANA® Style 6M NOVA — a 2022 model — is a unique kitchen, 

not only in terms of its design or the top-shelf grill by the Ita-

lian brand Fulgor Milano, but most of all due to its outstanding 

character and high-quality manual craftsmanship. 

One of the standard stages in the production of CANA® kit-

chens is the process of manual sanding, polishing and instal-

lation. In CANA® Style 6M NOVA model, also made by hand is 

a wooden mosaic on the fronts, arranged in the French her-

ringbone pattern. The boards are cut at a 45-degree angle and 

joined in the shape of an arrowhead, creating characteristic 

zigzags. Each element undergoes a careful selection process 

subject to strict quality standards. What completes the style 

of this model is the dark brown quartz sinter finish on the sides 

and back ends of the kitchens, strewn with golden veining. 

CANA® Style 6M NOVA is a unique piece carefully perfected by 

hand, worth inviting into your garden.
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Modern design combined with the beautiful and unique pattern 

of old wood. This hand-made piece of furniture is the symbol of 

the potential of CANA® Concept brand and the values shaping its 

luxurious character.

2022 model — A pearl in a garden



Elegant look, functionality and durability. 12 mm-thin countertops made 

from quartz sinters give off an air of lightness and modernity, while rema-

ining durable and resistant to damage.

Aesthetics

An induction hob fitted in a garden kitchen expands your culinary capabilities. 

This way, all dishes can be prepared in the garden, without a need to use the 

indoor kitchen.

Comfort



The arrangement of the work-space on the countertop can be custo-

mised to suit the client’s taste. In the recommended grill equipment, 

clients appreciate, among others, the instant fire-up, precise tempera-

ture control and easy cleaning.

Individual configuration



The universal design combined with ergo-

nomic use allows for unlimited ideas for a 

garden kitchen of your dreams. The CANA® 

Concept brand combines visual lightness 

with precise and robust craftsmanship.

Aristocratic chic



A well-arranged garden is a statement of one’s character and life-

-style. With CANA® kitchens, we will not only eat tasty and healthy 

food, but most of all we can enjoy our own company.

CANA® kitchens are designed specifically to allow arranging small 

islands, wall kitchens as well as large systems of customised fur-

nishing.

We adore beautiful things



The two lines of CANA® Concept garden kitchens is 

an answer to the question: conceal or show?

CANA® Classic is a line of garden kitchens made 

from high-quality stainless steel in an open-mo-

dule system. Based on a mesh structure, the offer 

includes ready-made, defined configurations as well 

as models created according to individual tastes and 

requirements.

Shelves in CANA® kitchens are designed as sliding 

elements, allowing them to be turned into smart 

trays with one move. The easy access to water 

thanks to the faucet being embedded in the sink 

facilitates kitchen work and maintaining cleanliness 

of the work areas. CANA® Classic garden kitchens are 

fitted with gas cookers or grills, electric grills and 

induction hobs.

CANA® Classic



A garden kitchen from the CANA® Classic line — mesh struc-

ture and simple form; seamlessly blends in with the house 

space, creating a sense of unity with the surroundings.

In harmony with nature



CANA® Concept garden kitchens can be 

completed with sets of tables and chairs. 

The freedom of choice of the same materials 

satisfies the need for arranging a terrace with 

an atmosphere of unrestricted elegance and 

good taste.

Sophisticated sets 

CANA® Concept tables are unique for their crude presen-

ce and planned symmetry. The 95 cm-tall table invites 

you over with its comfortable chairs with footrests. The 

universal and timeless black colour of its structure in-

troduces calmness and elegance to the garden, while its 

quartz sinter top brings in a hint of luxury and glamour.

His Majesty The Table

Tables



The dining table is the foundation of family 

life, and a unique place where hospitality 

goes hand in hand with kindness. 

With their robust structures, guarante-

ed durability and resistance to weather 

conditions, CANA® Concept tables will stay 

with you for many years without losing their 

unique, simple and beautiful form.

Beauty enchanted in wood



This multi-functional helping tool may 

become the connecting element between 

the inside of the house and the terrace. 

The height of the CANA® Concept trolley is 

adjusted to the height of the countertop, 

and thus may serve as its extension. It 

has three shelves; the middle one can be 

removed.

The two-module trolley is a convenient al-

ternative to the standard mini-bar or coffee 

table, at the same time adding a modern 

touch to your terrace arrangement.

Trolleys
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